1. WHAT DID YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT THIS INSTRUCTOR AND COURSE?

- Present info in a easier and simplest way
- Lots of examples and study questions to help
- Everything
- Very knowledgeable
- He was very clear and knowledgeable
- I really appreciated what Dr Yaya took the time to make sure we knew the info. Using multiple examples.
- I like the way the notes were set up
- Great presentations, great examples
- I like how specific notes were and how simple he made things. I also liked how the notes flowed well and made sense
- His enthusiasm is very high when teaching
- Made material easy to understand in class
- Instructor was very well organized and knew a lot about topics
- Comprehensive exam
- Great personality and teaching style
- Instructor made the material easy to learn. Gave good examples.
- He made the material relatable and made it understandable. I also liked the study guides he posted online
- Very straight forward, easy to learn from
- Dr Yaya teaches in a very understandable manner
- Instructor was easy to understand at start of term, but by the end he started rushing through content that is harder to grasp
- The teaching style was much easier to understand then previous economics classes
- He gives review and very straight forward
- He gives “real world” examples
- Grade based of tests
- The material was presented in a way that was easy to understand
- Lectured pretty well
- I like that I’m finally going to graduate because I finally was able to pass this Econ class
- He actually writes notes on the board rather than slide show
2. WHAT DID YOU DISLIKE MOST ABOUT THIS INSTRUCTOR AND COURSE?

- This class is really hard and challenging
- Sometimes boring
- Review exams were nothing like real exam
- He was late to 95% of the classes and cancelled classes so we are now playing catch-up
- The size of the class
- Not enough time for tests, for myself, at least
- Not enough opportunity to earn points. Questions material on tests are not reviewed enough before so it’s hard to know what to study
- Grades are based only on exams and a few quizzes
- We crammed the last exam material in 3 classes because of his new born. This wouldn’t be acceptable for any student
- Not accurate with study guide
- Nothing. He was a very good teacher
- Update your online materials to reflect syllabus if your exams are non-comprehensive. Study guides should be too
- Auditorium setting
- There is a disconnect between the material taught and the test questions
- A hard class like this is very difficult to base on tests alone, and assignments could be beneficial.
- This class is writing intensive. Guided notes may helpful.
- Tests and quizzes are very low
- Goes back on what he previously states and makes the course far too difficult than it needs to be
- Quizzes were unclear
- The test questions are formatted in a way that is different than we learned which causes a lot of confusion
- Grading system, no homework so if you do bad on one test it’s hard to get your grade up
- This was my last class to graduate which I failed twice before taking it with Yaya. He is amazing instructor. Sorry it had to end.
- No study guide for exams

3. WHAT CONSTRUCTIVE SUGGESTIONS DO YOU HAVE FOR THIS INSTRUCTOR OR COURSE?
- Find new teaching methods
- PowerPoint sometimes
- Some extra credits would be nice
- More assignments
- Offer more homework
- Could have homework assignments to help students understand material outside the classroom
- Give extra credit for all classes missed
- The instructor sometimes spoke a little too quietly
- He should teach more classes and 201. I would probably would have done a lot better if he was my instructor
- More time for meaningful dialogue
- More opportunities to earn points
- Visual slides could be easier to understand than chalk
- I enjoyed this class. Thank you
- Have more exams, more frequently, so if you did bad on one, you have a chance to still get a good grade
- This was by far the best Econ instructor I’ve had at EMU. Good job!
- Assign study guides before exams

4. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

NONE